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Liminal spaces and the shaping of family museum visits: a
spatial ethnography of a major international art museum
Louisa Hood a, Adrian R. Bailey a, Tim Coles a and Emily Pringleb

aThe University of Exeter Business School, Exeter, UK; bTate Research, Millbank, Westminster, London, UK

ABSTRACT
Museum managers face mounting pressures to increase and widen
audiences, with families often perceived as a key audience
requiring particular forms of engagement. The article utilises
spatial ethnographic research at a major international art
museum (Tate Modern) to examine how family museum practices
relate to museum spatial design. Liminal spaces were found to be
vital in shaping the experiences of family visitors by affording
opportunies for more banal practices (such as playing, sitting,
talking, eating and resting). Although they may be partially
supported by collection displays, liminal spaces do not usually
feature in museum management agendas. As the social purpose
of museums continues to be debated, the paper argues for a
greater understanding of the full range of affordances of
museums for families, paying attention to the significance of
different types of museum spaces in mediating experience and
the importance of optimising those spaces for greater access.
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Introduction

Methods for demonstrating the value of museums for specific audiences continue to
evolve (Scott 2009). The utilisation of museum space is vital for museum managers
seeking to establish legitimacy with stakeholders, whether government funders, grant-
giving bodies or the paying public (Lindqvist 2012). Among the latter, families are key
audiences through which museums discharge their general missions and generate sus-
tainable income (Black 2016). Understanding the behaviour of family visitors and how
they use museum space is critical for museum managment, especially from a perspective
of marketing and positioning their appeal to different types of visitors (Prior 2003). This
paper explores how family museum practices relate to museum spatial design and the
reproduction of family life. It addresses two related research questions: how do families
utilise different types of museum spaces, and what are the implications of the associated
spatial practices of family museum visits for museum management?

Within the museum studies literature and museums practice, families are often
depicted as an audience requiring particular forms of engagement (O’Reilly and Lawren-
son 2021; Sterry 2011; Eardley et al. 2018) and methodological complexities can frustrate
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more extensive research on them (Sterry and Beaumont 2006). Among the distinctive
body of knowledge on family museum visits, learning is often understood as a key moti-
vator (Black 2012) and outcome (Duncan 1995; Hooper-Greenhill 2007; Moussouri and
Hohenstein 2017), and this is reflected in family decisions about museum visitation by
both parents and children (Cicero and Teichert 2018). However, important knowledge
gaps persist. First, studies concerned with understanding learning as an outcome of
family museum experiences rarely consider learning (or anything else) that may occur
when families are not directly engaged with exhibits (Astor-Jack et al. 2007). Second, in
response to a competitive museum market and the wider leisure industry (Black 2005),
there have been advances in profiling visitors (Falk 2008). Yet, in the rare instances
where segmentation techniques have been applied to ‘family’ audience groups, children
have been the main focus rather than families (Cicero and Teichert 2018) and important
intra-familial or group distinctions have been overlooked (Astor-Jack et al. 2007). Finally,
approaches to understanding family museum experiences are largely concerned with
analysis of a museum visit, yet there is an emergent body of work that aims to analyse
family museum experiences at the level of family life per se (Garner 2015; Hackett
2016). The shift in unit of analysis, from the family museum visit towards the practices
of family life within the museum, provides a means of recognising alternative systems
of value and impact within museums.

Focusing on the practices of family life, this paper explores practices within museum
spaces that are categorised as being more or less liminal. The concept of liminality is
important here because museums, similar in some respects to tourist destinations, are
spaces where ‘existing norms, behaviours and values of home are more open to subver-
sion or abandonment’ (Osman, Johns, and Lugosi 2014, 239). By focusing on family prac-
tices in spaces that are more or less liminal, as defined by their deviation from museum
norms, we seek to understand how family behaviours and museum spaces are co-
constituted.

Literature review

The potential interconnections between museum spaces, displays and visitors are vital in
the planning and operation of any museum (Lord, Lord, and Martin 2012). Once con-
structed, curatorial decisions about utilising museum spaces are key considerations for
museum managers (Communications Design Team 1999; Schorch 2013). Architecture
and spatial layouts combine with displays to form a spatial syntax (Hillier and Tzortzi
2006), which act as a condition of meaning-making and is interpreted by visitors
through their own frameworks (Schorch 2013).

This conceptual focus on spatial syntax has focused attention on the way in which
spatial design facilitates visitor movement through the interconnection of spaces.
Depending upon the physical layout, museums restrict or enable visitor movement on
a continuum between poles of ‘spatially random movement and spatially dictated move-
ment’ (Wineman and Peponis 2010, 92). Giving attention to the materiality of museum
spaces, Tzortzi (2017) differentiates between: occupation spaces, which cannot be
passed through (i.e., cul-de-sacs); control spaces, which control access to other spaces; cir-
culation spaces, which form circular routes; and choice spaces, which have multiple access
and egress points allowing users to choose their museum route. Identifications of this
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nature are based on the configuration of museum spaces and displays and how they are
used by visitors. Occupation spaces, for example, which might display spatio-temporary
or immersive exhibits, such as sound installations and videos, are ‘spaces that must be
lived in and experienced, rather than passed through’ (Tzortzi 2017, 497).

Spatial design has behavioural consequences, not only for visitor engagement with
museum architecture and displays but also by creating patterns of visitors’ ‘co-presence
and co-awareness’ within the visual field (Wineman and Peponis 2010, 106). Museum
managers now have the opportunity to apply new technologies to facilitate understand-
ing of how visitors move in relation to the spatial morphology of the museum (Yoshimura
et al. 2014), visitors’ biometric responses (Kirchberg and Tröndle 2015) and their visual
attention (Jung, Zimmerman, and Koraly 2018). Understanding visitor reactions and beha-
viours in museum spaces is becoming increasingly important because it enables the ‘con-
struction of a hierarchy of messages’ by managers (Wineman and Peponis 2010, 87).

Tzortzi’s work, in particularly, demands that attention is paid to museum spaces that
are subject to the sensory turn in museum and art practice (Classen 2017). Building on
the spatial framing of museum research to address family museum practices, the paper
now explores two related frameworks, those of embodiment and liminality.

Embodied practices in the museum

Recent research into museum practices has advocated understanding audiences through
the lens of embodiment (Kai-Kee, Latina, and Sadoyan 2020). Embodiment focuses upon
human experience and action expressed through talk and movement, and mediated by
the human senses. Paying attention to talk has been trialled as a method of analysing
museum experiences, generating scope for exploration of the role of sociality (Tröndle
et al. 2012) and the body in the museum (Christidou and Pierroux 2019). In some cases,
research has focused on conversations occurring between family group audiences
(Kopczak, Kisiel, and Rowe 2015; Vandermaas-Peeler, Massey, and Kendall 2016; Callanan
et al. 2017). These are typically analysed in the context of established pedagogical or cog-
nitive frameworks, with the aim of understanding how people make meaning from
museum exhibits (Callanan et al. 2017; Ash 2003, 2004).

Research exploring movement has led to a call for ethnographies of museum visitor
conduct (Heath and vom Lehn 2004). Movement has been analysed in conjunction
with talk to gain a more thorough understanding of the nature of time spent in front
of exhibits and displays, and of how family group members might relate to one
another thereby supporting intra-group learning and engagement (Zimmerman, Reeve,
and Bell 2010; Heath and vom Lehn 2004; Patel et al. 2016; Povis and Crowley 2015).
Nevertheless, museum experiences are typically regarded as valuable only if they occur
in proximity and relation to a display, object or programme (e.g., Heath and vom Lehn
2004). Research that breaks with this tradition points to the significance of threshold
spaces, such as museum entrances, which perform ‘multiple complex functions, from
way-finding and informational exchange, to rule setting and ambience setting’ (Parry,
Page, and Moseley 2018, 1).

Hetherington (2015) highlights how the role of the spectator’s body relates to museum
space. The spectator’s body has been understood as inherently social, time-progressively
public, shaped by historically situated manners and one that is walking, looking, and
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conversing (Duncan 1995; Colomina 1994; Bennett 1995). Leahy (2012, 11) historicises
spectatorship, describing it as knowing how to look while also knowing that looking in
a museum incorporates ‘knowing how and where to stand, where and how fast to
walk, what to say and what not to say, and what not to touch’. Leahy also reminds us
that different museums and artworks have produced different normative behaviours,
different audience performances, and have occasionally generated audience transgres-
sion and resistance. Duncan (1995), drawing upon Bourdieu, Darbel, and Schnapper
(1991) notion of the museum as a mechanism of social class reproduction, argues that
the socially-distinguishing nature of the art museum and its politicised cultural contents
means that it can be conceptualised as a stage set, script and dramatis personae. In this
sense, the museum materially situates and represents a complex interplay of social, cul-
tural and political (and potentially economic) agendas capable of constructing and regu-
lating an audience according to normative values (Macdonald 2007). Crucially though, it
also supports the potential of attending to the relationship between the body of the spec-
tator and the materiality of the museum.

The concept of embodiment has also been used to understand the outcomes of
museum experience at the level of individual museum users. For example, analysis of
the spatial and embodied experiences of museum users has highlighted (dis)comfort as
a key factor of the museum experience for (dis)able-bodies (Guffey 2015; Leahy 2012).
Other research, drawing on Ingold’s (2015) theory of wayfaring, suggests place is pro-
duced through movements and perceptions, explaining how very-young children gain
confidence and independence through movement over the course of repeated
museum visits (Hackett 2016). Although the literature is restricted to observations of
walking, looking and conversing, it points to the possibility of fruitfully employing embo-
diment and spatiality as lenses through which to explore museum experiences.

Liminality and family museum practices

Liminality is a concept that has been used to explore the interplay between people and
the built environment in museum research (Duncan and Wallach 1980; Sftinteş 2012). Pio-
neering work by van Gennep (1909), taken up by Turner (1974), defines liminality as a
description of ritual transitions in which a person is separated from social norms.
Duncan argues that Turner recognised aspects of liminality in modern activities such as
‘visiting an art exhibition’ and that art museums ‘open a space in which individuals can
step back from the practical concerns and social relations of everyday life and look at
themselves and their world’ (1995, 11). Liminality, in this sense of separation from
social norms, provides two key frames of interpretation: first, as a lens through which
to view family behaviour in museums, because it is by no means clear that carers can
step back from the practical concerns and social relations of everyday life; and second,
in relation to museum spaces, which can be liminal in respect of breaking with established
norms of curation and display.

Liminality and family life
Taking the first framing of liminality in relation to the norms of family life, museums offer
the potential for families to escape domestic routines, but also hold the potential for
home making and reaffirming family norms. Research in tourism has highlighted the
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blurred boundaries between ‘home’ and ‘away’ (Light and Brown 2020), with the potential
for tourists to reassert the familiarity of home and domestic norms in new environments
(Andrews 2005; Obrador 2012). Family members may also seek freedom from family
norms to pursue their own interests, taking a break from the family group (Schänzel
and Smith 2014). Drawing upon cultural appropriation theory in anthropological research
(Carù and Cova 2006), Isabelle, Dominique, and Statia (2019) identify processes of nesting,
investigating and stamping to describe how mundane routines take place within the limi-
noid state of the holiday, and how they are conceptually related to the achievement of
family togetherness.

Nesting is the process of making oneself at home in a new situation, achieved through
establishing anchorage points. Home is defined as a place of freedom, autonomy, privacy,
routines (e.g., sleeping, eating and cleaning), identity construction, safety, security, friend-
ship and hospitality (Isabelle, Dominique, and Statia 2019). To this, we add play, as a vital
element of freedom. Facilitating nesting within the museum is vital if families are to feel at
home and prolong their stay. Investigating, involves moving away from the nest and
appropriating new space through routines, technology (e.g., guides, maps and apps)
and behaviours that facilitate mobility (e.g., decision making). Stamping, involves assign-
ing personal meaning to experiences. In the broadest sense, this involves drawing com-
parisons with previous experiences and communicating with others.

Liminality and museum space
Turning to the second framing of liminality in relation to museum spaces, a key question
concerns whether museum spaces can be defined as liminoid? In the context of designing
a digital interface for a hotel lobby, Mason (2018, 58) asks: ‘Can we (or do we) overtly
design a space that is liminal?’. Addressing this question in relation to museum norms,
the dominant form of design and programming is orientated towards the contemplation
of art objects, and it prioritises the occulacentric mode of engagement (Bal 2003; Bennett
2006); although we note that contemporary art often includes appears to other senses.
Although liminality will be experienced differently by visitors, it is proposed that
museum spaces that depart from the dominant form are more likely to be experienced
as liminoid. Spaces with these liminal qualities are likely to include thresholds, which
include the quotidian and under-researched spaces of entrances, atria, connective thor-
oughfares (e.g., stairwells) and waiting areas (e.g., lift lobbies).

Researching the function that museum thresholds hold for families is important if we
are to discover how families make themselves at home in the museum. Skellen and Tun-
stall (2018, 13) suggest:

Inclusive or progressive museum cultures seek to create a space of welcome instead of inti-
midation for visitors, of diversity instead of homogeneity, and atria are often playful liberatory
spaces, sites of complementary activities, educational workshops, self-improvement prac-
tices, and consumer attractions.

Play has multiple meanings in liminal museum spaces (Kristiansen and Moseley 2018).
Lobbies are designed to be playful and to create safe spaces ‘where things can be
tried, tested, pushed, and failed – without the fear of reprisal’ (Kristiansen and Moseley
2018, 183). It is conjectured that if a playful experience starts a visit, it will influence behav-
iour in other spaces of the museum and ‘even extending beyond the museum’
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(Kristiansen and Moseley 2018, 186). Playful design and playful behaviour is observed in
museum spaces, but how are we to theorise about the meaning of play and the purpose
of different types of play? Seeking answers we turn to the work of Johan Huizinga.

Huizinga’s (1949) seminal work on the ontology of play defines play as freedom and as
prior to culture. Several aspects of Huizingian play are used as an analytical framework in
this paper to make sense of family play in the museum. First, ludic play is identified as
‘pleasure’, ‘passion’, ‘intensity’, ‘absorption’, ‘fun and excitement’ (Huizinga 1949, 2).
Ludic play can be observed as simple frolicking or it can be present in complex coopera-
tive actions (Sennett 2013). Ludic play sits alongside everyday life and has a spiritual
quality that means it is prior to the work of reproducing family life, yet is vitally important
to the ‘well-being of the group’ (Huizinga 1949, 9). Second, play as pun is indentified as
present in language and the play on words that provides metaphors with their symbolic
meanings (Huizinga 1949). In this sense, play relies upon routines and established rules,
but equally upon the playful adaptation and transgressing of these rules. Family play in
the museum, therefore, has the potential to observe and/or reject museum conventions.
Third, play has the sense of illusion and the sense of things ‘not being real’ (Huizinga 1949,
22). Drawing from ritual cultic practices, Huizinga observes that participants are not afraid,
because they know they have staged the whole ceremony. Therefore, there is a sense of
play as simulation, which can be extended to family museum practices as family members
may play at simulating family life in the museum environment. Finally, Huizinga (1949, 10)
notes that play has a ‘limitation as to space’ and therefore marking out space as a play-
ground is an important activity. This final theoretical framing that has been applied in
spatial ethnographies of play in public space (Jones 2013) and is later used to frame
the analysis of ethnographic data in the paper.

Research approach and method

Ethnographic research was conducted at Tate Modern between 2014 and 2018. Tate has
had a long-term committment to families as an under-represented audience and in its
latest vision Tate (2020) seeks to engage with them by focusing on ‘making, doing and
participation’ (22) via, inter alia: experiencing exhibitions and displays; learning, in relation
to programmes that are ‘playful, co-designed with colleagues, hands-on and artist led’
(26); and eating, in the context of catering outlets and ‘Members Rooms’ (40). That partici-
pation, playing and eating have come to be regarded as pivotal to family experiences of
Tate, provided the rationale for the research which this paper now turns to report. The
main contribution to museum research of this study is that it develops a deeper under-
standing of embodied family practices taking place in spaces where programming and
display are marginal, and hence which may be considered liminal.

Context

Tate is an executive non-departmental public body sponsored by the Department for
Digital, Culture, Sport and Media (DDCMS), receiving funds from the central UK govern-
ment and generating over half its annual income through commercial and charitable
functions (Tate 2017). Its mission is to increase public understanding and enjoyment of
British art from the sixteenth century to the present day through its four museums,
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including Tate Modern, which are important domestic and international cultural attrac-
tions (ALVA 2018).

Empirical data was generated in five distinct spaces at Tate Modern: the Turbine Hall;
the Natalie Bell Building Level Four concourse; the Tanks; the Architecture Room; and the
Start Display. These spaces were purposively selected because they meet the norms,
expectations and values of museum space to different extents; put another way, they
all exhibited characteristics of liminality to varying degrees. For instance, they were
subject to traditional modes of museum management (i.e., curation, conservation,
display, education and visitor management) to greater or lesser extent, but they
differed in relation to their function, curation and spatial syntax (Table 1).

The Turbine Hall and Level Four concourse are the most liminal, because although they
host artworks, they also serve a variety of visitor management functions, such as ticket
sales and transit. As transit spaces with multiple functions they qualify as choice spaces,
to use Tzortzi’s (2017) terminology noted above. During our research, the art work in
both spaces was curated to provide visitors with visual and auditory sense experiences.
Occupying a medium level of liminality, the Tanks displayed video art, a durational
medium reliant on visual and auditory engagement. The Tanks were more liminal than
the Architecture Room and Start Display because soft furnishings (i.e., bean bags),
carpets, low lighting and noise from the art installation meant that a wider range of
visitor behaviours could be accommodated without disrupting the primary visitor func-
tion of viewing art.

Table 1. Description of the Tate Modern spaces.

Tate Modern
Locations

Primary
function of

space

Secondary
functions of

space
Type of artworks on

display

Typological
classification
ranked (Tzortzi

2017)

Curated
sensory
focus Liminality

Turbine Hall Entrance
and exit

Collection
display;
Visitor transit;
ticket sales;
cloakroom

Contemporary
international;
installation; multi-
modal; large scale;
participatory

Choice space Visual High

Level Four
concourse

Visitor
transit

Collection
display

Modern and
contemporary
international;
installation; multi-
modal;
participatory

Choice space Visual;
Tactile

High

Tanks Collection
display

None Contemporary
international;
installation; multi-
modal; large scale;
participatory

Control space
linked to an
occupation
space

Visual;
Auditory;

Medium

Architecture
Room

Collection
display

None Contemporary
international;
installation;
participatory

Circulation space Visual;
Tactile;

Medium-
Low

Start Display Collection
display

Museum
learning

Modern and
contemporary
international;
painting; collage;
sculpture

Circulation space Visual Low
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The Tanks are less liminal than the Turbine Hall and Level Four Concourse, because as
an occupation space, accessed via a control space, they do not facilitate visitor transit nor
other museum functions. The Architecture Room is a conventional circulation space with
no additional museum management functions, yet it exhibits medium-low liminality
because the artwork is visual and tactile. The Start Display is a circulation space and has
low liminality; it displays artworks on walls, prioritises visual engagement, and provides
a clear ‘walk through’ for visitors. The Start Display conforms to a traditional museum
display and it is included in the research because it includes interpretation that was pur-
posefully didactic and specifically designed for family audiences and those relatively unfa-
miliar with visiting art museums.

Researching with families

When conducting ethnographic research in public spaces is not always apparent what
affiliations group members have to each other without obtrusive interventions that intro-
duce observer bias and disrupt ‘natural’ family practices. By adopting Tate’s broad
definition of children and their domestic adults (Hood 2019), the research was able to
address the complexities of family without disrupting naturally occurring behaviours.

Data generation

Observations of family groups at Tate Modern took place during the four-year period, with
special consideration given to time of day, week and year, to account for the natural
rhythms of family museum audiences. Raw data from over 100 h of observation was
recorded in fieldnotes. Intercept interviews were conducted with family groups during
and around the school half-term holidays in October 2016 and February 2017. The dis-
crete time frame was intended to minimise disruption and coincide with increased audi-
ence numbers.

The sample focused on both unusual and varied cases in line with standard ethno-
graphic practice (Pink 2007). Overall, 44 visitors participated in intercept interviews,
which ranged in length from 90 s to 20 min. In addition to collecting basic information
about participants, these interviews were designed to illicit narrative accounts of their
experiences of Tate. Discussion of museum visiting practices served as an ice-breaking
exercise and a socio-economic marker (Archer et al. 2016), approximate ages of children
were recorded and roles in the family group, but no other identity data relating to ethni-
city, sexuality, gender or disability, for instance, was collected. All but one intercept inter-
view were audio recorded and transcribed. Other visual sources included: photographs
taken during in-gallery observations; visitor maps and gallery signage; printed resources
for families; and a range of organisational policies, evaluations and reports. These are
referred to below as ‘documentary data’.

In addition, sixteen in-depth interviews with twelve practitioners at Tate were con-
ducted during the period of the research. Practitioners were white, female and employed
by Tate (in one case, on a freelance basis) in a variety of family-audience related positions.
The interviews lasted between 17 and 90 min, and all but one were audio recorded and
transcribed. Sampling was purposive; it was not representative but sought to generate
expert data (Symon and Cassell 2012). Views and opinions from Tate practitioners with
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no specific responsibility for family audiences during in-gallery observations through con-
versation, were also recorded in fieldnotes.

Approach to analysis

The data from observations and intercept interviews with families was coded themati-
cally. Subsequent analysis employed the established approach of the ethnographer as bri-
coleur, using methods of analysis at hand iteratively and pragmatically (Van Maanen
2011). Key themes of family practices (for example the maintenance of family life and
family dynamics) and subcategories (for example, spatial cohesion and dissonance,
mothering, family portraiture), that had been identified during early phases of the
research provided an initial basis for the coding structure, but attention was also paid
to the possibility of emergent themes which included playing and behaviour manage-
ment outside the home (Gibbs 2007). Simultaneously, data was considered in terms of
existing theories; this meant moving backwards and forwards between theory and data
(O’Reilly 2009).

Findings

The Turbine Hall
The Turbine Hall houses a newly commissioned contemporary artwork each year and
also operates as an entrance, ticket hall and as a bridge between gallery spaces. An
example of a choice space, the Turbine Hall provides access to other areas in the
museum and is the most liminal with respect to museum conventions of display.
Similar to other museum threshold spaces with a high level of liminality (Parry,
Page, and Moseley 2018), the Turbine Hall is distinguished by its industrial size and
the scale of the art works on display (see Figure 1). Observations were conducted
during the installation of Anywhen (2016), a site-specific, immersive artwork by Phi-
lippe Parreno exhibited between October 2016 and April 2017. The artwork, compris-
ing light and sound as well as objects, changed throughout each day of the
commission and evolved throughout its period of installation. The changes and evol-
ution in it were triggered by software responding to micro-organisms in the Turbine
Hall, affording all those present a role in the artwork. In some senses, it may best be
understood as an environment, existing, at least to some extent, through audience
presence. Though it afforded aural and visual opportunities for audiences to
engage, the ability to engage through presence alone emphasised a unique dimen-
sion to art museum visitation. Significantly, the Tubine Hall was partially carpeted
during this installation.

During observations, an almost-constant flow of people walked through the Turbine
Hall, supported by spatial planning that enables direct access from the south side of
the museum complex to its river frontage (Dercon and Serota 2016). Family visitors
took part in investigating practices through walking, looking and conversing. It was
observed that families occupied the space through a variety of territorial nesting practices.
Shortly after the museum opened each day, the carpeted slope of the west end of the
Turbine Hall became a seating area for family groups of two or more, with group
members positioning their bodies and possessions to create small, inward-facing
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circles. In some cases, these temporary arenas were used to corral young and very-young
children, with small toys and activities being supplied by their adults. In one example, two
adults arranged themselves and their child’s pushchair into a bounded area in which they
could play with their young child and a toy car. Temporarily constructed spaces were
often sensitive to the ages of children in groups; for example, older children would be
allowed to play in a satellite fashion, away from their seated adults, so the space con-
structed would be partially outward facing and boundaries would be marked by material
features in the wider space such as the edge of the carpet. Tate staff noted that visitors
spent ‘longer than usual’ resting in the Turbine Hall during this installation, which was
attributed to the addition of ‘carpets’ [Senior Leader, Learning and Research, Tate
Modern, February 2017].

Stamping was also evident. A member of a family group participating in an intercept
interview described how the group visit to Tate had just involved time spent in the
Turbine Hall, undertaking creative activities, ‘ … it’s a lovely space, I’m trying to inspire
her with drawing and also with her writing, I want her to write down about what she’s
seen and things like that and show her art if I can, you know… ’ [Adult member of
family group visitor, Turbine Hall, February 2017].

The play happening on the carpet was dynamic and represented all four types of Hui-
zingian play. Ludic play was very much in evidence. The slope and soft surface of the
carpet was used for acrobatics (e.g., cartwheels and rolls), toy car games, ball games
(e.g., throwing and catching) and sliding games. As one Tate practitioner stated:

Figure 1. The Turbine Hall during the installation of Anywhen, October 2017.
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… just to be able to have your children roll down the hill in the Turbine Hall really makes a
difference [to families] I think, and so, if you’ve got an environment where children can be
able to behave in ways that are less constraining whether because of the nature of the build-
ing, the nature of the collection, whatever, it makes a huge difference. (Tate practitioner, in-
depth interview, February 2017)

Simulation was also evident, as adults were observed to be imitating the activities of their
children. In other cases adults were totally disengaged from their playing children, taking
time to converse with other adults and using their mobile devices. Pun was evident in the
play that was performed in the circuit around the carpet. This perimeter space was used
by children with scooters or ‘Heelys’, a popular brand of children’s shoe with wheels in
their heels, allowing the wearer to roll or walk. Though these types of toys sometimes
invited reprimand from security staff (with some staff claiming they were prohibited),
parents usually showed ambivalence towards these rules and, in some cases, actively
encouraged their children to disobey the rules. Transgressing the boundary between
the carpet and the perimeter space was an exciting activity for children, perhaps for
the attention it earned from adults. Needless to say, the entire space was constructed
as a playground by children.

Level Four concourse
The Level Four concourse is another choice space offering access to the collection display
spaces to the east and west of the original Tate Modern building. The Level Four con-
course is typical of other connecting spaces at Tate Modern, which have been designed
to be spacious and include seating areas (see Figure 2).

The need for good quality space between galleries was recognised as an important
requirement during the conversion of the power station to form the original building
and the subsequent development of the extension, known as the Blavatnik Building
(Dercon and Serota 2016). Although principally serving the function of audience transit,
at the time of the research the Level Four concourse displayed an artwork, entitled
Untitled by Rudolf Stingel, a wall-mounted orange carpet that invites touch from its

Figure 2. Level Four concourse, December 2021.
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audiences. Level Four is at the top of the building and there were fewer people moving
through this space than in the lower levels, with the exception of the Architecture Room.

Eating was frequently observed in the Level Four concourse as another form of nesting.
In one observation, three young adolescent girls selected seats and ate their packed
lunches whilst chatting. After they finished their lunches, an adult joined the group
from a nearby chair and asked them if they were ready to go into the galleries. The
girls all agreed and began to tidy away the remains of their lunches, with the adult col-
lecting rubbish. After disposing of the rubbish, the adult instructed the girls, should
they get separated from the group, to return to their current location. The group then
walked into the adjoining gallery (i.e., investigating). The mundane practice of eating is
an important way of carving out a more intimate space in an industrial scale museum,
a nest to which the family may return.

Playing was less visible in the concourse. Pairs or groups of children, aged eight years
and upwards, were observed unaccompanied by adults and playing in silence on their
mobile phones. In the majority of cases, adults returned from visiting other parts of the
museum to rejoin their children. Family members were observed waiting and resting.
Individuals were observed sleeping in the chairs in some of the spaces off the main pas-
sageway, but they did not appear to be connected to family groups.

Oneparticipantdescribed theLevel Four concourseasa spacewhere ‘thekids canbe them-
selves’ [Adult member of family group visitors, Tate Modern, July 2016]. We interpret this to
mean that adults regard children to be most authentically themselves in the home environ-
ment, and that the choice spaces at Tate Modern provide the opportunity to make a home
away from home. The Level Four concourse, similar to the Turbine Hall, has a high level of
liminality with regard to museum conventions of display, but in regard to the home, it has
a low level of liminality, because family members are able to enact norms of home.

The Tanks
Like the Turbine Hall, the Tanks at Tate Modern retain the aesthetic and scale of their orig-
inal industrial use. The space is organised with a control space, that provides access to
three occupation spaces. The data presented here was generated in the time immediately
after the Tanks permanently opened in June 2016, during the exhibit of Apichatpong
Weerasethakul’s multi-screen video artwork Primitive. The artwork which comprised
seven videos varying in duration from one minute to 29 min, was installed on cinema-
sized screens; during the display, a large, circular red carpet and cushions were installed
in the Tanks. The primary function of the space was the display of art works, with the
carpet and cushions intended to provide a more comfortable environment in which to
view the video installation. To some extent, the carpet and cushions represent a departure
from museum norms that are premised on viewers standing to view works and therefore
acted to suggest a more liminal space.

During one observation session, a group of three adults and five children, all made
themselves at home by removing coats. Aged between three and eleven years, the chil-
dren were sitting and lying on the carpeted floor. Initially, there was little-to-no conversa-
tion amongst the group members, with two members using phones silently. After a
period of quiet, three of the older children began to play-fight, and activity condoned
by all the adults whilst the youngest child arranged some cushions into a bed. As the
child settled to sleep, he was given a teddy bear by one of the adults. Another adult
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announced to the group that she was going to look around the museum, at which point
the four awake children started to engage with the video, arranging cushions in a line to
allow them to watch one of the screens. The children then returned to play fighting and
lounging. The remaining adults began to chat and after approximately 40 min, the absent
adult returned, and the group prepared to leave the space. The sleeping child on waking
was notified of the intention to move whilst being helped to put on his shoes. The group
agreed to visit the café before they left the museum. This episode was reminiscent of time
spent by a family in a living room, demonstrating the potential of the liminal museum
spaces to be constructed both for and by audiences in such a way that they resonate
with, or even replicate, the intimacy of private space. The Tanks provided the strongest
examples of family nesting. In contrast to the Turbine Hall where children investigated
the museum from the safety of a family nest, in the Tanks it was adults that were observed
investigating the museum from family nests.

Architecture Room
Meschac Gaba’s Architecture Room is a circulation space and contains one part of the artist’s
larger works TheMuseumof Contemporary African Art (1997–2002). The artwork, developed
over time and in different settings, comprises twelve installations each representingGaba’s
understanding of the core functions of a museum. Architecture Room is located in a tra-
ditional gallery space at Tate Modern that is subject to museum practices relating to cura-
tion, conservation and display. However, part of the installation includes an expansive blue
carpet with wooden building bricks that invite the audience to participate through design-
ing aproposal for a fixedMuseumof ContemporaryAfricanArt (see Figure 3). Therefore, the
liminality of the space could be considered to be low, but is lifted to medium-low status
because of the disruptive presence of the tactile art object and carpet space.

Approximately a quarter of family groups entering Architecture Room included at least
one group member who participated in the artwork through sitting on the carpet and
using the bricks. No lone individuals were observed sitting on the carpet and using the
bricks, and visitors were more likely to sit on the carpet and use the bricks if the carpet
was empty of other visitors. In one specific episode, two children entered the room
with their adults and immediately began playing with the bricks; one adult joined the
boys on the carpet whilst the other documented the activity through photography.
The two boys started to argue and were asked by their adults to be quiet, a request
ignored by both boys and prefacing the older boy knocking down the younger boy’s
building. The adult playing with the bricks physically removed the older boy from the
carpet and directed him towards looking at another part of the artwork. The second
adult joined the younger boy on the carpet and efforts were made by the adults to recon-
cile the boys. Away from the carpet, the older boy described the artwork to the adults and
attempted to understand its meaning through discussion. More photos were taken and
both boys resumed playing with the bricks, following a reconciliation brokered by their
adults. Their play was closely overseen and, after a further ten minutes, was stopped
by the adults who directed the children out of the gallery spaces. A feature of the Archi-
tecture Room is the invitation made to visitors to propose their own architectural struc-
tures within the circumscribed space of the blue carpet. A regular feature during the
installation of this display involved family visitors collaborating with each other to
create structures that drew on their own personal experiences of architectural spaces.
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Adults were observed prompting each other and children, at times sitting alongside them
on the carpet, at other times moving away to look at the other objects in the installation,
returning at times to encourage the children or to create structures for themselves. Such
stamping activities accompanied the associated nesting and investigating behaviours that
were observed through play and the exercise of family disciplinary practices.

The Start Display
The Start Display is a circulation space and comprises two rooms and shows some of the
most well-known artworks in Tate Modern’s collection (see Figure 4). It was designed to
be walked through and to increase the confidence of visitors to the museum by providing
a tool kit for approaching other artworks. Unlike the other spaces included in this study,
the Start Display does not include any soft seating or a carpeted area.

The invitation to families and other visitors to engage more actively with the art on
display is made through the written texts on the walls. Specifically, these interpretation
texts are framed as questions designed to encourage visitors to look carefully and to
draw on their own knowledge and experience to understand and make meaning from
the works (see Figure 5).

The Start Gallery was described by one Tate practitioner as being:

really about enabling families to come in and pick up a set of skills or competencies about
looking at art. They are kind of like top tips for looking at art, er, in a way that hopefully

Figure 3. Architecture Room, October 2017.
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isn’t either patronising or impenetrable, so the tone has to be, ‘if you’re looking at art, these
kind of things might help.’ (Tate practitioner during in-depth interview, February 2017)

As an introductory, confidence-building space, the Start Gallery seeks to promote
nesting. Furthermore, the interpretation texts in the display are designed to support inves-
tigation through the provision of conceptual tools that can be applied when looking at art
elsewhere in the museum. Equally, the rationale underpinning the Start Gallery is that
everyone can make their own personal meanings from art; that is by stamping. During
observations, the space was often busy and characterised by an irregular visitor flow,
with groups frequently stopping and starting and splitting before reforming. In one
instance of nesting and stamping, an adult and child sat on a bench and used art materials
bought in the gift shop to recreate one of the artworks on display. In another episode of
investigating, a group comprising one adult and two girls, read the display panels and art
labels together. The adult subsequently asked the children questions about the artwork
and directed their looking according to the advice given in the display. One of the girls
moved away from the group to look at a different part of the display but her attention
remained with the core group and her trajectory reflected their movements. These beha-
viours were characteristic of the family interactions observed in this space. The Start
Display actively invites conversation between individuals and adults and children were
regularly observed reading the questions to each and inviting personal responses. The
contained space of the display also affords opportunities for groups to come together
to look at particular works and then separate to view other works individually, without
adults losing contact with children.

Cross case analysis and discussion

Mundane family museum practices
A variety of routine and mundane activities were observed as important family practices.
Nesting was the most frequently observed practice as families were sitting, talking, eating,

Figure 4. The Start Display, December 2021.
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Figure 5. The Start Display visitor guide curated by Ann Coxon and Valentina Ravaglia with Kirsteen
McSwein and Gilian Wilson, Tate Learning, December 2021.
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drinking and resting. These activities are key audience practices in the spaces of the
Turbine Hall, the Level Four concourse and the Tanks, suggesting that more liminal
spaces facilitate these activities for family members. Further, the research identified
resting as an important family practice. Tate Modern, similar to many industrial scale
museums, is an expansive site and moving around this space inevitably drains the
energy of family visitors. Sitting, lying down and sleeping were observed in the
Tanks and was also observed of young children in pushchairs in various locations. As
children rested, adults were able to engage with the museum by investigating the
space to a greater extent, whether this involved leaving children in nests under super-
vision, or conveying children in pushchairs through the spaces. Mundane practices were
observed most frequently in the Turbine Hall and the Level Four concourse, illustrating
how the more liminal spaces of the museum can be constructed as semi-private spaces
able to meet intra-familial needs (Astor-Jack et al. 2007; Dawson and Jensen 2011).
Nesting and investigating were connected activities in the more liminal spaces at Tate
Modern. Stamping, as means of making sense of the museum, was observed regardless
of the spatial design, but was more evident in the Start Display where art works were
curated to facilitate access to the Tate Modern collections and generate conversations
between visitors. The research confirmed that conversing is a typical feature of audi-
ence practice (Kopczak, Kisiel, and Rowe 2015) and occurs with other aspects of spec-
tatorship including sitting, walking, looking and learning (Leahy 2012; Kopczak, Kisiel,
and Rowe 2015).

Playing and liminal museum space
Play was observed to be an important family practice. Ludic play was frequently observed
in the Turbine Hall, which was encouraged by the presence of children, but was evidently
enjoyed across generations. Spontaneity and light-heartedness were enduring features of
family practices in the Turbine Hall. Ludic play also was evident in the Tanks, where chil-
dren choose to playfight or play games on their mobile devices, as well as in Architecture
Room, where play was facilitated by participatory artwork. In all three spaces, carpet was
the setting for play. The physical properties of the carpets afforded a comfortable environ-
ment, but functioned as an invitation to, as well as a material space for, play. In Architec-
ture Room, being removed from the carpet signified the prevention of play. In the expanse
of the Turbine Hall, if play went beyond the boundary of the carpet, it was typically
regarded as less acceptable by staff and many parents.

Whilst children’s ludic play in all three carpeted spaces was initially encouraged, even
facilitated by adults, further parental management of play varied across the spaces. In
Architecture Room, play was closely managed by parents to limit noise disruption and
to ensure harmony; play-fighting children in the Tanks were left by their adults to self-
regulate; and children in the Turbine Hall were, in several cases, supported by adults to
transgress staff guidance through play. These differences could be attributed to variations
in parental attitudes and behaviour management strategies, yet the environment and
curation contributed to how adults decided to manage their children’s ludic play. In
the Tanks, there was a reduced need for children’s play to be limited by adults,
because play was obscured by the low light and the sound of the artwork. The design
of the building, combined with the artwork, meant that visitor play did not disrupt the
participation of other visitors, relieving families of the burden of conforming to social
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norms upheld in other Tate spaces. In Architecture Room, play was intentionally curated to
intensify visitor participation. When play is curated we observed that parents regulated
childrens’ play according to perceived social norms. Typically, when the sound of the chil-
dren playing (and squabbling) obscured previous quiet, parents acted to regulate play
and discipline children. In sum, ludic play was afforded through the provision of a com-
fortable non-quiet place in which to sit and stay, but this was moderated when play was
designed to facilitate visitor engagement with art works. The more liminal museum
spaces were found to offer visitors with opportunities to resist (and even subvert) tra-
ditional museum visitor practices to meet their own social needs. This finding has
evident implications for museums seeking to widen access to family visitors.

Second, play as pun was also evident as families made themselves at home. In the
Tanks, the family practices observed were reminiscent of time spent by a family group
in their living room. By using museum spaces according to their own needs, rather
than according to conventions associated with more typical modes of museum visiting,
the meaning of the museum visit appeared to shift from education and public recreation
to that of private leisure.

Third, play as simulation, or ‘playing at’ relates to the museum as a performative space
(Duncan 1995). Eating on the Level Four concourse demonstrated a version of simulation
by affording adolescents an opportunity to ‘play at’ the independence associated with
adulthood. Visiting a museum and the ludic playing observed, especially in the Turbine
Hall, revealed an audience ‘playing at’ a particular version of family life or leisure
pursuit which can be broadcast to acquaintances and beyond via the internet as a mech-
anism of social distinction (Choi 2016). Put another way, visiting a museum is a complex
articulation of intersecting identities as groups ‘play at’ being families while individuals
‘play out’ their particular roles as family members. Both intra- and extra-group relation-
ships emerge as vital in establishing a family identity and the ability of family audiences
to use Tate to achieve the privacies associated with family as well as public expectations.
This would appear to reflect the disputed position between public and private that the
family has sometimes occupied (Laslett 1973; Fahey 1995)

Finally, marking out space as a playground, was facilitated by carpeted areas in the
museum and was enacted by families through territorial nesting practices. These were
most notable in the most liminal space of the Turbine Hall as temporary nests were con-
structed by families with the equipment they had to hand. Territorial practices were
facilitated by the presence of benches in the least liminal space of the Start Display,
but play was not a family behaviour observed in this space. More playful family behav-
iour was observed as the spatial design of museum departed from occularcentric cura-
torial norms.

Intra-group family practices
Multiple intra-group needs were met to a greater extent in the more liminal spaces. In
the Tanks the group were able to sit, play, converse and sleep according to their own
wishes. One group member left the space and the group for a significant period of
time, presumably safe in the knowledge that the group would easily be reunited. In con-
trast, in the least liminal case, the Start Display, group members took steps to experience
the space independently, but were still required to pay attention to the movements of
other audience members. For Leahy (2012), museum walking is understood as a public,
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social practice. The walking museum audience is often required to move at the same
pace and in the same direction; audience members might need to overtake or make
space for others, or they might block the view of an artwork or display for others. Con-
versely, as this research demonstrates, the sitting museum audience produces a social
space orientated towards intra-group needs. The received wisdom is that family
group museum visitation can make family responsibilities more acute (Garner 2015),
but the research found that that liminal museum spaces can provide respite from par-
ticular familial roles.

Conclusion

The conclusions are framed by the two research questions informing the study. These
questions are important as museum managers are faced with the challenge of attracting
family audiences in a crowded marketplace for leisure. Typical recommendations suggest
the importance of family-friendly galleries, programmes, events, entertainment and social
media (Mendoza 2017). This research, in contrast, suggests that museums should also
concern themselves with the mundane needs of family visitors as a means of enhancing
the accessibility of their public spaces.

How do families utilise different types of museum spaces?

Through a spatial ethnographic lens, the research established that practices in more or
less liminal museums spaces (including playing, sitting, talking, eating, drinking, resting
and sleeping), taken together, present a compelling opposition to the mannered and
sometimes uncomfortable or alienating practices of the typical museum visit (Duncan
1995; Leahy 2012; Guffey 2015). Focusing on mundane family practices adds to our under-
standing of the complex role of the museum as public space. Such family practices typi-
cally combine to produce flexibly-bounded generative spaces within the museum
orientated by the needs of the museum audience. They represent multiple spaces of
privacy within the public space of the museum (Fahey 1995), and they fulfil several func-
tions including, not least, the maintenance of social relationships and the development of
social skills. Though the spaces might be partially supported by collection displays, cru-
cially, these and other museum management agendas, are not necessarily at their
centre. At the same time, this research reveals the potential museum displays and
spaces do have for nurturing playfulness and positive family engagement. As such, the
research raises the issue of how these alternative audience practices should be further
supported and how they should be reconciled with existing versions of spectatorship
and museum management practices. Tate Modern possesses several liminal spaces that
exemplify how alternative audience provision is valued by families and contributes to
family members investigating spaces curated in more conventional ways. In creating
these spaces, the museum is inviting families to inhabit the museum in ways that
divulge from what is traditionally seen as acceptable visitor behaviour. Yet it is not appar-
ent that the museum sector is fully aware of the specific benefits accruing from this less
formal family provision that, importantly, gives greater agency to the visitor. Further
research that interrogates the value families give to liminal space practices is therefore
needed.
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What are the implications of the associated spatial practices of family museum
visits for museum management?

The research demonstrates that more liminal spaces support and stretch the idea that
museums should create ‘spaces for the audience’ (Black 2018, 308). Through its more
liminal spaces, Tate Modern is offers an important way of impacting society through
the provision of public space that is responsive to family group agency. Of course,
more liminal spaces in museums also provide respite from time spent in front of dis-
plays. Notwithstanding, this research suggests that liminal spaces are undervalued in
this respect. Alternative audience practices such as play, whilst important in their own
right to groups, also provide families with support to engage with other spaces subject
to more typical museum management practices. Crucially, as the coronavirus pan-
demic has reduced public funding for museums and managers seek to restructure
around agendas for social transformation (Harris 2021), the research raises awareness
that museum inclusion and diversification policies must pay more attention to the
affordances of liminal spaces for groups otherwise under-represented in museum
policy and practice.
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